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DATE:  December 7, 2017 

 

TO:  Bidders 

 

FROM: GIS Administrator, City of Salinas, California 

 

SUBJECT: QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS TO OPEN DATA PORTAL RFQ 

 

Following are fifteen (15) questions received by email and their respective responses: 

 (Q)  Does the City have a proposed budget for this project?  

(Ans)  The proposed budget is approximately $50,000 

 

 (Q)  In the Scope of Work, section 2, item I.o., the City states that it would like the end user to 

open toolsets, websites, or systems with fewer or one click in a variety of systems. Can the City 

please clarify the "toolsets" the end user would open?  

(Ans)  We are considering a “toolset” as functionality in examining the data or visualizing the 

data in graphical form (chart, graph, map, etc). 

 

 (Q)  Is the expectation that the provider would interface with the systems listed (for example, 

ArcGIS, SAP, Oracle, Microsoft, Active Directory, LDAP)?  

(Ans)  Yes, if necessary and possible, the system should have the capability of interfacing with 

existing systems.  

 

 (Q)  If so, which systems and what kind of integration is the City looking for?  

(Ans)  The City has numerous databases that reside in the MS SQL, and ESRI GIS environment 

and would like to utilize Active Directory authentication.  Similarly, there may be other 

databases such as our 311 system which will reside in the cloud environment (3rd party).  The 

goal is to be able to access these databases and provide the information on the Open Data Portal. 

 

 (Q)  On page 9 of the RFQ, under II. For City Administration (internal staff), there is a 

requirement for 'Ability to track strategic priorities and performance metrics.' Would the City 

like the external users/citizens to see the strategic priorities and performance metrics as well or is 

this just for internal users only?  

(Ans)  Internal only, but if we can map certain performance metrics to the Strategic Plan 

priorities and present the information in a simplified way, then we would like our external users 

to have access.  We are relying on responders to provide examples of previous work or 

functionality.  If the Consultant does not have experience in this functionality or cannot provide 

this, please indicate as such. 

 

 (Q)  Is the City looking for a vendor with a SaaS solution or are you looking for a consultant who 

can recommend a plan and help implement a SaaS solution from another vendor? 

(Ans)  The City is looking for a vendor with a SaaS solution, but if two companies want to team 

together to provide a solution we will accept those proposals.  The goal is to get a contract where 

the final deliverable is an Open Data Portal with a “go live” date of April 30th 2018. 

 



 (Q)  Does the City wish the respondents to reply to each requirement in each section of Scope of 

Work? If yes, within which section should we include these responses (i.e. within the 30-page 

page limit or within the non-page limit sections -- Sections 4-6)?  

(Ans) Yes, please provide an answer to each requirement, if possible.  Within the 30 page limit  

 

 (Q)  Does the City prefer detailed responses to each of the SOW requirements, or just 

Yes/No/With Configuration responses? 

(Ans) The City doesn’t have a preference in the way the responses are documented. A table or 

written descriptions are fine.  

 

 (Q)  How will the evaluation be scored? Will cost be a weighted factor for determination? If so, 

what is the weight of cost in the scoring and how is it calculated? 

(Ans)  Part 5:  Criteria for Evaluation and Award defines how the proposals will be evaluated 

 

 (Q)  Does the City have a budget or budget range for the proposed solution? 

(Ans)  The proposed budget is currently at $50,000 

 

 (Q)  The City has expressed an interest in internal data portal capabilities. Does this mean it 

requires a FedRAMP certified environment to ensure the City's internal data is secured? 

(Ans)  FedRAMP is not a requirement 

 

 (Q)  The City has required that the open data portal "support web accessibility standards". Does 

Salinas require that vendors submit third-party test results to demonstrate the products perform 

well on 508 and ADA compliance rules? We have seen vendors claim web accessibility 

compliance while continuing to deliver open data portals that fail basic accessibility guidelines. 

(Ans)  Third Party test results are not a requirement 

 

 (Q)  The City has stated "The City prefers to work with one single provider for the complete 

solution." - Does this mean the City would look favorably on a provider that provides both the 

technology and the services as opposed to vendors that leverage 3rd parties to implement? 

(Ans)  A single provider is preferred but not required 

 

 (Q)  The City has requested the solution be able to interface with Microsoft products. An 

industry standard for Microsoft products like Microsoft Excel is an ODATA API that allows 

single click synchronization between Microsoft Excel and open data portals. Can the City 

confirm that possessing ODATA capabilities is a requirement, as well?  

(Ans)  ODATA capabilities are not a requirement 

 

 (Q)  Is the City interested in implementing additional budget and expense transparency 

applications at this time or would that be considered out of scope for this phase of the project? 

(Ans)  The City Finance Dept has already implemented an Open Data Portal for its Financial 

Information.  These applications would be considered out of scope. 

 

**This concludes this set of questions and answers** 


